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For technical reasons to do with colour reproduction and paint manufacture,
the samples in the fan book may not exactly match the paint colours.
Colour may also vary by batch in production.

Diamond Painted Glass Range

CONTACT DIAMOND GLASS:
Le Brocquy Avenue,
Park West Industrial Park, Dublin 12, Ireland
T: 01 620 5000 F: 01 620 5005
W: www.diamondglass.ie

PAINTED GLASS

DIAMOND PAINTED GLASS

DIAMOND PAINTED GLASS
The versatility and maintenance-free qualities of glass have led to a huge increase in its popularity as a material of choice
for interior design, whether clear for sub-division of building spaces or painted for cladding of wall surfaces - or
combination of both.

Diamond Glass can now produce a full range of painted glass, mixed in house to almost any colour and applied to a wide
selection of glass products to match any requirement - be it safety, security, fire proof, sound control or combination of
these.
We can machine in house on, CNC machinery, cut-outs, holes, or notches, with various edge finishes, on glass from
4mm through to 19mm. It can then be thermally toughened and / or heat soaked. After painting we can also laminate
using PVB to produce products for the most demanding locations and standards including walk on glazing and
stair treads.

We regularly supply painted glass for use in kitchen splash
backs and bathroom walls along with heavier 19mm glass as
work-tops machined to customers’ requirements.
We also stock low iron glass in various thickness.
With its crystal clear purity it emits the true colour of the painted
glass surface.
All of the above are made to measure, painted in any RAL or
Dulux trade colour. We can produce the most contemporary
design or finish with the following advantages:

BENEFITS OF PAINTED GLASS
• Sleek modern look
• Virtually maintenancee free
• Hugh array of colours

All our painted glass is produced in our modern production facility.

• No mouldy grout or unsightly cracked tiles
• Easy clean - just wipe with cloth

Please contact us for further information on this product and see if we

• Tested to strictest EU standards, EN12150 &EN12600.

can help produce your next exciting design with made to measure service.

